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RFF Clause

Pre-Qualification Criteria The Bidder should have at least 06 direct
support offices in Metro locations/ urban
location across the country preferably at
Bank's Regional Office locations listed
below and for other locations vendor

should have Service support centers y'
Franchisee within 200 KM's from our
Regional Offices. Proof of the same is to
be enclosed-
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$Vgg*$IonlCorcsrn
Requesting to modify the clause as - ,, The
Bidder /Of U should have at least 01 direct
support engineer within l"00Krns radius from
the service location.
Proof "Declaration from the Bidder /Of U at
any circurnstances on and after call log

lggf{catitm
we understand the machine will be installed at

B*nh'* *eply
ACCEPTED

Moradabad and the mobile ATM will be operational
So for metro locition
support office is not needed. However to satisfy bank
for 2 Machine L Engineer is rnore ihen sufficient. As per
the industry standard I engineer is responsible rtg
Machines,

within the 200Kms radius.

engineer should attain the site within 12Hrs
and engineer should have sufficient spare to
make the machine up if any spare replacement
needed."

3/Pre-Qua lification Criteria Bidder/OEM shr:uld have a service centre I ne
tsrdder /OEM should have at least 01. direct We understand the
machine will be installed at
in bank operational area or within 200 KM support engineer within L00Kms radius
frorn
I$oradabad and the mobile ATM will be operational
of bank operation area.
the seruice location
within the 200Krns radius.
5/7(Payment Terms)
Terms vve requesr DanK ro moolry Ine clause ,'SO%

ACCEPTED

lPayment
Delivery: Seventy (t}%l of the
along with the purchase order and 30% on
lOn
Contract price of the Goods along with
delivery and remainingZ}%on 2 Months
LOO% GST tax, 10CI% Octroi, wherever
successful rum of the machine.,,20% payment
applicable, backed by necessary proof
will be released on submission of satisfaction
shall be paid on receipt of goods and
letter from the concern / tag branch for Mohile
upon submission of the following
ATM. ''
documents (separate requests for release
of Octroi payments will not be
entertained):
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4th Generation lntel@ Core'* i3 processor
rninimum 2.9 GHz and 4 MB cache or
above.

ftequerLrng lranK To moo,ry Tne clause as _ lntel
1.6 GHz DualCore with 2 GB RAM or higher

Recommending to use Dual Core {DC) mother board
with 2GB RAM and 1.6 GHz because of the below

--

NOT ACCTPTTD

reasons:
1".

DC mother boards are sufficient

to run the Vortex

ATMs.

mother boards coupled with Linux OS in Vortex
will have Low power consumption, which will
result in low heat dissipation as well.
2. DC

ATMs

3. Low power consumption will also help in selecting the
:ptirnum power back up requirenrent
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1x1TB IDE/SATA HDD or higher for image
backup
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DVD
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Requesting Bank to change this clause as 1x500 GB IDE/SATA HDD or higher for image
haekrrn
Requesting bank to rernove this clauseWe are requesting bank to give more clarity on

Writer

HDD is sufficient

to store the transaction

images.
NOT ACCEPTED

Writer is oPtional
ln future Bank will
integrate the ATM switch
with the AEPS
DVD

Secure backup can be taken throqgh U!9

with Latest configuration
and all specification Biometric Device Requirement.
facility
and bio-metric
RBI guidelines
the
latest
must comply

Cash Dispenser

Sank't R€dy

Justification
The size consumed by the images is very less and 500 GB

transactions nnodule so in
that case we will need
biometic scanner
attached with atm
machine. So customer
may perforrn the AEPS
transactions bY uslng

thumb impression.
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12/Lt.

Journal Printer must
require with the Cash

with Latest configuration We are requesting bank to give more clarity on
and bio-metric facility and all specification Journal Printer Requirement'
must comply the latest RBI guidelines
Cash Dispenser

Dispenser.

requirernent is not
related to RFP

DVSS

with Latest configuration We are requesting bank to give more clarity on
and bio-metric facility and all specification DVSS Requirement.
must comply the latest RBI guidelines

Cash Dispenser

Cash Dispenser

with Latest configuration
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Already answered in Point

We are requesting bank to give more clarlty on

No.8

and bio-metric facility and all specification RBI Guidelines.
must cornply the latest RSI guidelines
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